Things to bring with you;
●Insect repellant
●Torch
●Sun cream
●Flip flops/slip on shoes (getting to /from loo!)
●Matches
●Charcoal for Kadai bbq
●Warm and wet weather clothing.
●Walking boots/wellies/running kit
●Food for the bbq
●Milk
●Toiletries
●Binoculars
●Marshmallows - lots!
●If all fails there are shops within 4 miles!

Camp Suggestions and Guidelines
Water:
●Please note the water is suitable for drinking.
Hot water:
●You will need to light the wood burning stove to ensure adequate hot
water during your stay.
●To light the log burner use firelighters provided and kindling in basket
and start adding small logs once alight.
●Please do not use charcoal in the log burner. Charcoal is only for
use in the Kadai fire bowl.
●It is appreciated if kindling is replenished for following guests
Cold boxes:
●Cold boxes are primed with ice, only remove enough ice to allow
space for the food you wish to keep cold. Ice packs should be left in
the cool boxes.
●Keep lid shut and latched to ensure boxes remain cool inside.
Fire pit:
● Please be careful when using the fire pit as this generates a large
amount of heat. Ensure the fire does not drop embers outside the pit
Rubbish and Tidying:
●Please ensure you take everything you came with away with you at
the end of your stay including your rubbish.
●Please leave the site as you found it.
●Please do not leave any food out during your stay as this will only
attract vermin.

In emergency 01962 779955 or 07860585657

Welcome to the Glade and the Countryside
Things to be aware of:
●Wasps
●Wasp nests are often in holes in the ground. Be careful when
walking about the site and routes round the fields. If found avoid and
take note of the position. Please phone one of the numbers below
and we will deal with it.
●Beehives
●Just so you are aware, adjacent to the private tarmac drive on your
way up to the glampsite, there are 2 beehives.
●Ticks
●Ticks can attach to you when walking. Please check regularly. If
found please follow the instructions on the poster displayed in the
bathroom. Tick removal tool can be found in the first aid box in the
Kitchen area.
●Wildlife in general
●Please do not leave food out or try to feed any wildlife. Doing so will
only attract vermin to the site.
●We are delighted when guests add new species to the list held in the
back of the visitors book. Confirmed visual sightings only please!

In emergency 01962 779955 or 07860585657

Using the Wood Burning Stove
●The stove is used to ensure you have hot water.
●It will only need to be lit once a day. A good burn for approximately one
hour will ensure plenty of hot water for your stay.
●A bag of logs will be provided for each night of your stay.
●Extra bags of logs will need to be purchased. Bags of logs are
available from the golf course Clubhouse

Lighting the Wood Burning Stove
●Use a firelighter covered with small twigs or kindling from the basket.
●Add logs once alight to get the fire burning strongly.
●Both vents above and below the door should be to the right to ensure a
rapid burn.

Please note.
●The top of the burner is a good way to keep the kettle warm however it
struggles to boil water. The warmed kettle is best moved to the fire pit if
you would like to boil the water. You can use the gas stove to boil the
small kettle.

